TO: JMKAVE
FROM: DIRECTOR BELL
CONF: BELL 15
INFO: WH 4, BELL S/C
OUT 9977

JMKAVE

REF: BARR 0046 (IN 3038)*

1. WHAT ARE IPEDD PLANS AMARCH-1. WOULD LIKE DEBRIEF HIM HCS AREA
FOR SEVERAL DAYS BEFORE HE PLANS TAKE VACATION.

2. AMPARCH-1 CONTINUED HUBB Hip ROLE DEPENDS HIS DESIRES AND
AVAILABILITY ODS ROLE IN WAVE AREA OR LA COUNTRY. REQUEST WAVE DISCUSS
AND ADVISE RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

3. PTI: AMARCH-1 ARRIVING HCS 14 JUNE.

END OF MESSAGE

MK COMMENT: *AMARCH-1 and AMPARCH-1 arrived Key West on fishing boat
at approximately 1645 local 10 June 1961.